Microfluidic approach for rapid multicomponent interfacial tensiometry.
We report a microfluidic instrument to rapidly measure the interfacial tension of multi-component immiscible liquids. The measurement principle rests upon the deformation and retraction dynamics of drops under extensional flow and was implemented for the first time in microfluidics (S. D. Hudson et al., Appl. Phys. Lett., 2005, 87, 081905 (ref. )). Here we describe in detail the instrument design and physics and extend this principle to investigate multicomponent mixtures, specifically two-component drops of adjustable composition. This approach provides fast real-time sigma measurements (on the order of 1 s), the possibility of rapidly adjusting drop composition and utilizes small sample volumes (approximately 10 microL). The tensiometer operation is illustrated with water drops and binary drops (water/ethylene glycol mixtures) in silicone oils. The technique should be particularly valuable for high-throughput characterization of complex fluids.